
Top 14 skills you need for PreAlgebra

Worried your student's skills don't stack up?

We'll teach your child the way that makes sense to them.

Be Ready to Thrive in Algebra 2

Call 702-436-6964 or Email mathease@me.com

Make sure your student is ready for Prealgebra using this checklist as a guide. It covers all the prerequisite skills that are going
to be most important for success in Prealgebra, so make sure they are comfortable with all of them!

Solve Proportions Using Equivalent Fractions
Solve Proportions Using Cross Multiplying or the Butterfly Method
Convert Decimals to Percents and Percents to Decimals
Solve Percent Problems for the Part, Whole, or Percent Using a Proportion or an Equation

Percents and Proportions

Percents and proportions are fundamental skills this year and being weak in them can cause your student to fail
entire units. Mastering these skills puts your student one step closer to success.
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Add and Subtract Whole Numbers and Decimals of Any Size
Multiply and Divide Whole Numbers and Decimals of Any Size
Evaluate Expressions of Whole Numbers and Decimals Using the Order of Operations

Whole number and Decimal operations

Being able to confidently add, subtract, multiply, and divide are the foundations of math. Having a firm grasp of
them is essential.

Simplifying Fractions and Convert Between Mixed Numbers and Improper Fractions
Add and Subtract Fractions, Mixed Numbers, and Improper Fractions
Multiply and Divide Fractions, Mixed Numbers, and Improper Fractions Using Cross Canceling
Convert Between Fractions, Repeating Decimals, Terminating Decimals, and Percents

Fraction operations

Classes tend to fly through material that require fraction skills because students are supposed to have mastered
them in elementary school. If your student doesn't have them down, they'll drown in complex problems.

Adding and Subtracting Integers
Multiplying and Dividing Integers
One & Two Step Equations

Integer Operations and Equation solving

Integer and equation skills will be used in just about every problem next year. Make sure these skills are as easy
as 1, 2, 3 or your student will struggle all year.




